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A Tour of the Islands of Pine Island Sound:
A Geological, Archaeological, and Historical Perspective
Part 12: North Captiva
by Denége Patterson

North Captiva rises from the Gulf of
Mexico between Cayo Costa and Captiva
Islands. Its northern boundary is Captiva Pass
and its southern boundary is Redfish Pass.
For residents and visitors, the island is a
subtropical paradise accessible either by boat or
by private airplane. The harbor provides visiting
boaters with direct access to at least two
restaurants, two small shops, an ice cream
parlor, the Safety Harbor Club, the North
Captiva Island Club, and golf carts.
Islanders have invested in conservationminded development, using battery-powered
golf carts on crushed shell and sand paths
shaded by native vegetation. Shell mounds provide elevation
for rare, tropical hammock vegetation such as gumbo limbo,
mastic trees, and strangler figs.
North Captiva was attached to Captiva Island until the 1921
hurricane blew out Redfish Pass. The new pass was 4,127 feet
wide but by 1977 it had narrowed to 660 feet. North Captiva
Island is geologically dynamic. At least three other passes have
opened and closed during the past 1500 years including Packard
Pass, Captiva Pass, and Charley Pass, the latter forming during
Hurricane Charley in 2004. It refilled within five years. After
Redfish Pass opened in 1921, the separated north part of Captiva
Island was referred to variously as Upper Captiva and North
Captiva.
One archaeological shell ridge extends east-west over 650
feet in length and 130 feet in width on the Pine Island Sound
side. Over 16 feet in height, this site has been disturbed by
trenching for underground utilities and by erosion. Another
shell midden on North Captiva may have been associated with
the east-west shell ridge occupation.
A long, connected barrier island resembling Captiva Island
and North Captiva Island appeared on early maps. A 1757 map
by Francisco María Celi referred to Boca Del Cautivo, Spanish
for “entrance of the captive” (male gender). This marked a pass
from the Gulf of Mexico to Pine Island Sound in the vicinity of
today’s Captiva Pass. A map published by the English in 1775
showed one long island situated between Boca Captivo and

North Captiva Island, seen from the air. (Photo by R. Mayhew.)

Boca Seco. These are today’s Captiva Pass and Blind Pass.
Neither “Captivo” nor “Captiva” exists in the Spanish language
but Boca Seco in Spanish means dry mouth or opening, suggesting a shallow pass.
In 1833, the English-speaking American investors of Sanibel
Island named the northern island “Captive” with an “e” on the
end. In 1837 John Lee Williams referred to an island, “Capativa,”
extending about seven miles down the coast. He wrote, “It was,
with Sanybal, formerly occupied by a tribe of Muspa Indians.”
Historians question the accuracy of his statement as the
name Muspa referred to a town at Cape Romano south of
Marco Island. Confirmation for the Cape Romano location
comes from reliable Spanish maps and the log of Juan Lopéz
de Velasco, whose detailed descriptions accurately described
geographic features apparent today. Nevertheless, it may be
possible that native persons calling themselves descendants
of Muspa were by the mid-1700s through 1835 working at
Cuban fishing operations on North Captiva Island.
By the 1870s, a captain and several employees had established a permanent fishing village on North Captiva Island at
what is today Safety Harbor, a sheltered cove on the bay side
of the island. The U.S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries asked
George Goode, an ichthyologist (fish scientist), to conduct a
survey of the fisheries in the area. On North Captiva he found
Captain Pierce and 30 fishermen, mostly Conchs (a term for
Continued on page 2
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people from Key West), Bahamians, and
Americans. The North Captiva Island
fishing station produced 660,000
pounds of salted mullet and 49,500
pounds of dried mullet roe that year.
Their catch was shipped to Cuba where
prices in the 1870s were four cents a
pound for salted mullet and five cents a
pound for the cured mullet roe.
By the late 1800s, tourists were
beginning to arrive in the greater
Charlotte Harbor region via railroad,
which in 1886 came as far south as
Punta Gorda. From there, vacationers
continued by sailboat or steamer to the
more remote destinations such as Captiva
Island. The arrival of the railroad at Fort
Myers in 1904 and at Gasparilla Island in
1905 entered into the record a number
of tourist brochures and travel ads telling
tall tales about a mythical pirate.
In 1903 an article in Florida Magazine
reported, “We found on a tiny crescent
key, a little village of palm thatch shacks.
This proved a ‘fish ranch,’ and half a
hundred Spaniards, men, women, and
children, only 2 or 3 of whom spoke any
English, constituted the inhabitants of
the hamlet; the captain of the ranch
assured us that the island had been used
for its present purpose for 90 years
past, beginning far back.”
Homesteading on upper Captiva Island
was sparse before 1900. In 1911 the
Blind Pass ferry from Sanibel Island to
Captiva Island began. A bridge was built
in 1918. The far north end of upper
Captiva Island had two homesteaders.
Judge Powell, whose brother had shot
(but not killed) Lincoln’s Secretary of
State William H. Seward and who was
a conspirator in the larger plot to assassinate Lincoln, homesteaded land adjacent
to the government reservation at Captiva
Pass. A homestead claim of the Bain
brothers was located next to it.
In the early 1900s an ice house was
built on a sandbar near Safety Harbor,
raised up on pilings. Ice houses were
made possible by the advent of ice
factories powered by electricity. In
1891, an ice factory had been built in
Punta Gorda near the southernmost
terminus of the Florida Southern Railway
line. This combination of ice and transportation changed the way commercial

fishermen conducted business. They no
longer had to salt-preserve fish; they
could ship fresh fish on ice. The ice house
was listed on the National Register of
Historic Places in 1989.
Fishermen working for the fish companies were offered housing for themselves
and their families in fish houses (small
buildings on stilts over the water) associated with the ice houses. Some fishermen
just set up camp near the fish houses.
Punta Gorda Fish Company captains
owned their boats and furnished their
own fuel. Captain J.T. Rose made
his rounds delivering 300-pound blocks
of ice from the ice factory dock at Punta
Gorda to his company’s ice houses. He
would also deliver ice and supplies to the
fishermen as he picked up their fish for
delivery to the ice house every other
day. At the ice houses the freshly caught
mullet, trout, pompano, and bottom fish
were weighed and separated. In
exchange, the captain received a receipt
known as a “fish ticket” for the fish
caught. The money due the fishermen
was divided equally among them with
the captain receiving a full share plus
one third of each man’s share. At the
train station dock in Punta Gorda, the
fish were packed aboard trains and
shipped to northern destinations.
Robert Edic recorded the memories of
Bill Hunter, who fished around North
Captiva in the 1930s: “I probably caught
the first redfish ever caught out of

Ice house at North Captiva Island.
(Photo by R. Mayhew.)

Redfish Pass… I caught as high as 1,800
to 2,000 pounds a day out of that pass.
May, June, and July was all I fished there.”
Other seafood was plentiful and he
remarked how he never ate redfish,
cobia, or other big game fish. He said he
could get all the clams he wanted, right
in back of his house. He just stepped
down barefooted. When scallops were
plentiful, he could make twelve or fifteen
dollars a day in the 1930s collecting
scallops at a dollar a bushel. He said
Captiva Pass was the best place to get
them because there were more scallops
there than anywhere else.
During the Second World War, the
barrier islands were unoccupied as fighter
pilots conducted aerial gunnery target
practice over them. In the 1960s, Florida
native Phil Kinsey and his wife Roberta
purchased a large tract of land on North
Captiva Island, subdividing lots. They
sold 150 lots; many for $25 down and
$25 a month.
In the 1970s, when North Captiva
Island faced dredge-and-fill development
of the kind that threatened the ecological health of the island, the State of
Florida acquired over 350 acres covering
nearly half the island. Protected portions
of the island are today part of the Florida
State Park System and are managed
through Cayo Costa State Park.
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Plants and People
Students Begin Work on Calusa Fuelwoods Project
by Matthew Veres and Jennifer Haney

In the September newsletter,

we announced a new project supported
by the National Science Foundation. In
June, field work led by Jennifer Haney, a
doctoral candidate from the Pennsylvania
State University, began the first phase
of that research. Jen and three undergraduate students (Matt Veres, Patrick
Condon, and Chandler Snow), also from
Penn State, were hosted at the Randell
Research Center’s office and headquarters building, the Ruby Gill House at
Pineland.
The summer investigation was part of
the broader paleoethnobotanical work,
the study of plant and people interactions
through time in Southwest Florida. The
focus of this particular research trip,
however, was not to dig up the past but

On the way to work. Front row: Jen
Haney and Chandler Snow; back row:
Patrick Condon and Matt Veres.

to document one legacy of the past:
Pine Island’s present-day mangrove
forests.
Information about Pine Island’s
modern mangrove species, densities, diameters, and deadwood volume
will provide the end point of a highresolution record of fuelwood availability.
Constructing backward from this modern
end point, archaeological charcoal data
will then be used to create a timeline that
illustrates changes to the ancient coastal
forests through time.
Once established, this long-term
forest record will provide information
with which archaeologists can study
sustainability and how the management
of natural resources might play a role in
the development of social complexity.
Given that the Calusa were a complex,
stratified society without a reliance on
agriculture, what might have allowed
leaders to remain in power? If the leaders
were not organizing the growing, storage,
and distribution of agricultural resources,
then could they have been directing the
use and management of other resources?
For the Calusa, wood would have been
the main source of fuel for cooking and
smoking food. Jennifer posits that control/
management of fuelwood may have
played a role in the development of social

At work in the mangroves: from left to
right, Patrick Condon, Jen Haney, and
Matt Veres.

inequality within the Calusa culture. As
pre-contact population levels rose,
fuelwood may have become a critical
and increasingly scarce resource.
The research team was granted
permission to access several forest
preserves by the Florida Department
of Environmental Protection, the Lee
County Parks and Recreation
Conservation 20/20 Program, the
Calusa Land Trust, and the Randell
Research Center. Sampling locations
were chosen randomly within the
accessible preserves to represent the
variability seen at near-shore and inland
ecological zones. The team’s method of
data recording was adapted from that
used by the US Forest Service in their
statewide Forest Inventory and Analysis
Program. Each sampling plot consisted
of a circle with a diameter of 48 feet.
Within that circle, the team counted
every tree, noting its type, number of
continued on page 4
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trunks, and the diameter of each. If the
tree had only a single trunk, then a
minimum and maximum branch size
was also recorded. Three transects
were also walked, within the circle, to
count the amount of fallen deadwood
and measure its diameter. Finally, a
count was taken in a smaller sub-plot
area to record the number of saplings,
which ranged from seedlings up to
young trees with diameters less than
one inch.
We would like to thank everyone who
contributed to the success of our
recent research trip. Many gave freely
of their time and resources. In particular
we would like to thank the Randell
Research Center staff and volunteers
for providing a home away from home.
We would also thank the staff at the
Lee County Parks and Recreation Office,
especially Ranger M. Miller, for assisting
the crew in the field and helping us to
navigate parcel access and gates. Finally,
we wish to thank the Calusa Land Trust
members for their enthusiasm and many
offers of assistance. On a more
personal note, the whole research team
appreciated Cindy Bear’s gift of
delicious, fresh mangos.
An additional sampling trip was
undertaken in November by Jennifer
Haney, and another is planned for April
2016. It will focus on Calusa Land Trust
preserves, offshore mangrove keys, and
portions of the barrier islands.
Volunteers are welcome and should
contact Jennifer for additional details
(jmh676@psu.edu).

UPCOMING EVENTS

Sunrise and Sunset Winter Solstice Celebrations
Morning and Evening Cruises to benefit the Randell Research Center,
with Denége Patterson and Cindy Bear aboard the Island Girl
from Pineland Marina, Monday, December 21
• Sunrise Celebration: 6:00 a.m. –
8:00 a.m.; includes light continental
breakfast and narrated tour
• Sunset Celebration: 4:30 p.m. –
7:00 p.m.; includes light appetizers
and narrated tour
$55 per person; to register call Island Girl Charters at (239) 633-8142
The Winter Solstice marks the longest night of the year and – in the Northern Hemisphere
– the instant when the sun rises at its most southern point. Following that moment, our days
will begin to lengthen until the Summer Solstice in June. Winter Solstice is celebrated by many
people around the world with events acknowledging darkness turning into light. We will observe
this day at sunrise and sunset with two tours in collaboration with Island Girl Charters.
Denége Patterson, RRC docent and author, and Cindy Bear, RRC Coordinator, will host and
narrate these once-a-year-only special tours. Denége has researched and written about the
islands of Pine Island Sound in articles featured in this newsletter and has served as a docent
at the Calusa Heritage Trail for many years. Cindy is the Coordinator of the RRC and instructs
the Florida Master Naturalist courses. Their narration will feature information about the
archaeology, ecology, and history of the islands of the northern reaches of Pine Island Sound.
Your fee will also include a light continental breakfast or light evening appetizers. Island
Girl Charters will donate all proceeds after costs to the RRC. For more information,
please contact the RRC at 239-283-2062. To make your reservation, please call Island Girl
at 239-633-8142.
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DearÊ Friend,
You are cordially invited to join, or renew your membership in, the RRC’s support society, Friends of the Randell
Research Center. All Friends of the RRC receive a quarterly newsletter and free admission to the Calusa Heritage
Trail at Pineland. Supporters at higher levels are entitled to discounts on our books and merchandise, advance
notice of programs, and special recognition. Your continuing support is vital to our mission. It means more
research, more education, and continued site improvements at the Randell Research Center. Thank you.
Sincerely,

William H. Marquardt
Director
Randell Research Center

Please check the membership level you prefer, and send this form with your check payable to U. F. Foundation, to:
Membership Coordinator • Randell Research Center • PO Box 608 • Pineland, Florida 33945
❏ Supporter ($1,000-$4,999): The above + listing on annual
donor plaque at Pineland site
❏ Sustaining Members ($5,000-$19,999), Benefactors
($20,000-$99,999), and Patrons ($100,000 and above)
receive all of the above + complimentary RRC publications and
special briefings from the Director.

Permanent Address
___________________________________________________________
Name
___________________________________________________________
Address
___________________________________________________________
City / State / Zipcode
___________________________________________________________
Email address
Seasonal Address (so we can send you your newsletter while you are away)
___________________________________________________________
Name
___________________________________________________________
Address
___________________________________________________________
City / State / Zipcode
Use my seasonal address from ___________ to___________.
(date)
(date)
The Randell Research Center is a program of the Florida Museum of Natural History, University of Florida.

Photo by A. Bell.

❏ Individual ($30) and Student ($15): quarterly Newsletter and
free admission to Calusa Heritage Trail
❏ Family ($50): The above + advance notice on special events and
programs
❏ Contributor ($100-$499): The above + annual honor roll listing in
newsletter + 10% discount on RRC publications and merchandise
❏ Sponsor ($500-$999): The above + invitation to annual
Director’s tour and reception

Books, Videos, Cards, and RRC Gear
BOOKS ON SOUTHWEST FLORIDA’S ARCHAEOLOGY & HISTORY

NUMBER
ORDERED

The Plant World of the Calusa: A View from Pineland
written and illustrated by Martha Kendall, RRC Popular Series No. 1, softcover, full color, $24.95.
The Calusa and Their Legacy: South Florida People and Their Environments
by Darcie A. MacMahon and William H. Marquardt, U. Press of Florida, hardcover, $39.95
The Archaeology of Pineland: A Coastal Southwest Florida Site Complex, A.D. 50-1710, edited by
William Marquardt and Karen Walker, Monograph 4, hardcover, 935 pages, 408 figures, 231 tables, bibliographic references, $125.00
Discovering Florida: First-Contact Narratives from Spanish Expeditions along the Lower Gulf Coast
edited and translated by John E. Worth, U. Press of Florida, hardcover, $74.95
Sharks and Shark Products in Prehistoric South Florida
by Laura Kozuch, Monograph 2, softcover, $5.00
The Archaeology of Useppa Island
edited by William H. Marquardt, Monograph 3, hardcover $35.00, softcover $20.00
New Words, Old Songs: Understanding the Lives of Ancient Peoples in
Southwest Florida Through Archaeology
by Charles Blanchard, illustrated by Merald Clark, hardcover $19.95, softcover $9.95
Fisherfolk of Charlotte Harbor, Florida
by Robert F. Edic, hardcover, $35.00
Edisonia Native Girl: The Life Story of Florence Keen Sansom
by Denége Patterson, Peppertree Press, 2010, softcover, $39.95
Florida’s First People
by Robin Brown, Pineapple Press, softcover, $29.95
Missions to the Calusa
by John H. Hann, U. Press of Florida, hardcover, $35.00
Florida’s Indians
by Jerald T. Milanich, U. Press of Florida, softcover, $19.95
Archaeology of Precolumbian Florida
by Jerald T. Milanich, U. Press of Florida, softcover, $27.95
Randy Wayne White’s Ultimate Tarpon Book: The Birth of Big Game Fishing
edited by Randy Wayne White and Carlene Fredericka Brennen. U. Press of Florida, softcover, $21.95
The Cross and the Mask
by James D. Snyder. A historical novel about sixteenth-century South Florida and Spain, winner of the Florida Historical Society’s
award for best book on adult fiction, Pharos Books, hardcover, $24.95.
Song of the Tides
by Tom Joseph, a historical novel about the Calusa, U. of Alabama Press, $19.95
Eyes of the Calusa
by Holly Moulder, a historical novel for young readers, winner of the silver medal in young adult fiction from the Florida Publisher’s
Association, White Pelican Press, $8.95
The Crafts of Florida’s First People
by Robin Brown, a step-by-step guide to making Florida Indian tools and containers (for ages 10 and up),
Pineapple Press, softcover, $9.95

COST

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

CALUSA POSTCARDS

Images from the Calusa Heritage Trail
Art by Merald Clark, 4”-x-6” postcards, full-color, set of 11 cards, $4.50
RRC postcards
Art by Patricia Randell, 4” x 6” black and white, set of 5, $2.50

$
$

AWARD-WINNING DOCUMENTARIES

The Domain of the Calusa: Archaeology and Adventure in the Discovery of South Florida’s Past
DVD video, $12.95
Expedition Florida: Three-Program Set (From Exploration to Exhibition, The Wild Heart of Florida, Wild Alachua)
DVD video, $24.95

RANDELL RESEARCH CENTER GEAR

RRC logo hat $21.95
RRC logo short-sleeve cotton staff shirt, blue
Specify size (S, M, L, XL) $36.95
RRC logo short-sleeve cotton T-shirt
Specify size (S, M, L, XL) $18.95
Calusa Heritage Trail T-shirts designed by Merald Clark:
Specify size (S, M, L, XL)
• Seven Masks (black with white image, seven Calusa masks), $18.95
• Pineland Crane Head (white with full color depiction), $18.95

To place order, make check payable to
U.F. Foundation and mail to:
Randell Research Center
PO Box 608
Pineland, FL 33945.
Questions? 239-283-2157
E-mail: randellcenter2@rancenter.comcastbiz.net

$
$
$
$
$

Total for items ordered:
Friends of the RRC who give at the $100
level or above may deduct 10% Discount: —
Florida residents add sales tax:
Shipping: Add $3.50 for first item,
$1.00 for each additional item:
TOTAL:

$
—
+
+
$
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Mailing address (please print): ____________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Zip code (please print): __________________________________________________

